
League Champion:  Rob White Cup Winner:  Neil Edwards 
Turner Champion:  Ross Neill Saucer Champion:  David Blackburn-Clarke  
Route-66 Champion: Niel Caddick Rookie of the year: Liam Cumber 

Could you select an unchanging line-up at the start of the year to win the Title or Turner – yes! 
VER/BOT/SAI/LAT/TSU/RED/FER/ALF gives you the Title (11,381) and 
VET/RAI/RUS/TSU/MAZ/WIL/HAA/AST the Turner (8,038). And TSU in both teams!  

Team Principal 
(* = rookie) 

Position  
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11-
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21-
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1. Rob White 18 2 2 0 7 
(2 joint with Peter, 1 

joint with 
Niel/Peter/James 

L/Ian B, 1 joint with 
Peter/Ian B) 

 

2. Niel Caddick 15 5 2 0 4 
(1 joint with 

Rob/Peter/James 
L/Ian B) 

 

3. Peter Lott 16 2 0 4 4 
(2 joint with Rob, 1 

joint with 
Rob/Niel/James 

L/Ian B, 1 joint with 
Rob/Ian B) 

 

4. James Kersey 13 6 3 0 1  

5. Mr T 13 6 2 1 1  

6. Neil Edwards 10 11 0 1   

7. Andrew Cockersole  11 9 2 0 1  

8. James Lott 11 8 2 1 1 
(jointly with Rob, 

Niel, Peter and Ian 
B) 

 

9. Djamila Ecclestone 9 11 2 0 1  

10. Lucy Brake 9 9 4 0 2 
(both joint with DW) 

 

11. Liam Cumber * 9 9 3 1 1  

12. Simon Lott 12 6 2 2   

13. Ian Brooks 9 8 3 2 3 (1 joint with Phil, 1 
joint with Rob/Peter, 

1 



1 joint with 
Rob/Peter/James L) 

14. Thomas Bell 8 10 3 1   

15. Richard Carpenter * 6 9 5 2 1  

15. Der Webmeister 7 7 6 2 2 
(both joint with 

Lucy) 

 

17. Yasin Ziya 4 10 6 2 1  

18. Phil Lightman 3 11 7 1 1 
(Joint with Ian B) 

 

19. Dan Goodman 3 12 6 1   

20. Toby Donlon 4 11 4 3   

21. Jamie Millen 2 11 5 4   

22. Corinna Castle 4 7 8 3 1  

23. Ben Lucas 4 7 6 5   

24. Anne-Marie Butler 3 5 12 2   

25. John Murdoch 2 4 13 3   

26. Jen Goodman 4 7 8 3   

27. Ian Castle 3 5 13 1   

28. Malcolm Kersey 3 5 7 7  1 

29. Chris (Beck) 2 2 15 3 1 1 

30. John Fincher 0 3 8 11  1 

31. Sarah Tutt 0 3 14 5   

32. John Farmer 3 3 4 12   

33. George Kersey 1 0 8 13   

34. Manon Butler 1 0 4 17  3 

35. David Blackburn-
Clarke 

0 0 6 16  1 

36. Pauline Gardner 0 1 4 17  2 

37. Nick Butler 0 0 2 20  3 

38. Richard Battrum 0 1 4 17  2 
(1 joint with 

Ross) 

39. Pascale Blackburn-
Clarke 

0 1 2 19  2 

40. Ross Neill 0 1 5 16  6 
(1 joint with 
Richard B) 



Rob White: 18-2-2-0. I said last year “Would you bet against Rob adding to his huge pile of 
F1DT silverware next season. No chance.” How true this turned out to be, a fantastic 3rd title, a 4th 
European mini-league title (jointly with Niel) and the FEDT league title as well – what a double 
(F1DT and FEDT) and yet another tremendous season by an acknowledged master. No less than 
7 top spots (4 in the last 6 GPs), 10 GPs at the top but knocked out in the quarter-finals of the 
cup by eventual winner Neil. Had the RED/FER/ALF team line-up throughout and the high scoring 
BOT/SAI pairing from day one. Took the lead after the Netherlands GP and then never 
relinquished it. Can he win yet more trophies next year? The answer is a resounding yes. Iceland’s 
Illation 10/10. 

Niel Caddick: 15-5-2-0. After what was for him a disappointing 2020 season Niel bounced back 
in 2021 and pushed Rob all the way for the title, but Rob’s LAT proved to have the advantage 
over Niel’s MSC who turned out to be a poor choice who Niel never changed. Led for 5 GPs in 
mid-season, managed 4 top spots (including the only 600 plus score of the year) but once Rob 
took the lead in the Championship was always playing catch-up. Will no doubt be extremely 
pleased to at last win the European mini-league (shared with Rob) and thus match Corinna’s 
achievement of winning everything and took the Route 66 title by a whisker. Like Rob went out in 
the quarter-final of the Cup, losing to top knock-out rookie Richard C. Iceland’s Illation 9.5/10. 

Peter Lott: 16-2-0-4. To finish 3rd despite being 20th after 5 GPs (10th with just 7 GPs to go) is a 
quite remarkable achievement. Was Global mini-league champion despite Rob top/joint top 
scoring in 4 of the last 6 races, which were all part of the Global mini-league. Narrowly lost to 
Rob by just 6 points in the last 16 of the Cup and was much too good to last long in the Saucer, 
going out in the first round. Was top Lott seeing off James with his splendid finish, and also 
nabbed four joint top spots. All in all a brilliant season given his poor start. Iceland’s Illation 
9.5/10  

James Kersey: 13-6-3-0. Never worse than 7th throughout the whole season (better than Rob, 
Niel or Peter) James would have lifted the Route-66 trophy if it hadn’t been for one iffy result at 
Monza, and in fact in all but four GPs he was 1st, 2nd, or 3rd. Made one pit-stop, bringing in SAI and 
ALF for ALO and WIL but his loyalty to NOR in preference to BOT was crucial in terms of points. 
Made it all the way to the Cup final where he lost out to Neil, and top scored in San Marino. 
Amazing that he ended up with no silverware, but this will no doubt change for someone who 
obviously has real talent. Iceland’s Illation 9/10. 

Mr. T: 13-6-2-1. Top in Turkey and Cup semi-finalist where he lost out to James K by just 8 
points. Made full use of his pit-stops, started slowly (like Rob, Niel and Peter) but quickly climbed 
the table and was always in contention. Egg winner in FEDT (equal to Cup winner in F1DT) and 
4th in FEDT to go with his 5th in F1DT. Another impressive year by the Waste Oil Silo line-up and 
difficult to believe he won’t be in contention for honours again in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 9/10.  

Neil Edwards: 10-11-0-1. No top spots for Neil but his highlight has to be the Cup victory, 
beating James K in the final. Finished 6th which is, given he was 25th at one point, a mighty 
achievement. Made 4 pit-stops but didn’t have the VER/SAI combination until the Styria GP and 
stayed loyal throughout to MCL which was noble and splendid but meant he couldn’t fit in RED 
or MER who were the top-scoring teams. Still an impressive season and that Cup win, alongside 
his fine performance in F1DT (6th) and FEDT (9th) mean 2021 will be a memorable year. Iceland’s 
Illation 9.5/10.  



Andrew Cockersole: 11-9-2-0. Top score in Belgium, a narrow loss in the quarter-finals of the 
Cup and 7th place in the League, only 15 points behind Neil and the only one of the top ten to go 
through the entire season without a pit-stop – pretty impressive. Lead the league on 4 occasions 
but never had RED or MER or indeed BOT, and perhaps this is why he didn’t finish higher in the 
end. But another solid season from a TP who only need the Cup and Commonwealth mini-league 
(assuming this takes place some time in the future) to join Niel and Corinna in winning everything. 
Iceland’s Illation 9/10. 

James Lott: 11-8-2-1. Amazingly went out of the Cup in the first round (probably the shock of 
the round) and not afraid to make risky pit-stop changes later in the season in his battle with 
Peter (q.v) although they didn’t quite come off. Joint top scorer in Brazil and never out of the top 
ten all season. Will he be in the fray for honours next year? DI thinks it highly likely. Iceland’s 
Illation 8.5/10. 

Djamila Ecclestone: 9-11-2-0. Top scorer in Monaco and another TP who was never out of the 
top ten. Narrowly went out in the last 16 of the Cup to James K and remarkably made the last 16 
of the Saucer (the highest ranked TP to make the last 16) before going out to Jen (by a lot, to be 
fair, Djamila’s line-up was far too good to progress very far in the Saucer). Has the ‘perfect’ team 
line-up from day 1 but the presence of STR and (to a lesser extent) ALO early in the season was 
damaging as was the absence of BOT (the top 4-skill driver). But another fine season from 
Djamila and the trophy duck will no doubt be broken soon. Iceland’s Illation 8.5/10. 

Lucy Brake: 9-9-4-0. Top spots (jointly with DW) in Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi, Lucy had a 
relatively poor start but climbed into the top ten by mid-season and maintained this position. 
Used her pit-stops but bever had the either of the two high scoring teams (RED and MER) and 
divested herself of BOT early on which was probably, with hindsight, a mistake. Went out in the 
first round of the Cup and Saucer but a multiple trophy winner who has demonstrated the 
pedigree to do well in F1DT. Will, in DI’s view, be in contention again in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 
8.5/10. 

Liam Cumber: 9-9-3-1. A top score in Azerbaijan for our rookie of the year and got to the last 16 
of the Cup before going out to eventual champion Neil. Always in and around the top ten, made 
good use of his 5 pit-stops but never had VER which was a significant handicap. Ended up 11th 
which is a great achievement given that he had a number of F1DT trophy winners ahead (and 
behind) him. DI reckons Liam can go on to silverware in the future. Iceland’s Illation 9/10. 

Simon Lott: 12-6-2-2. No top spots for Simon, but always there or thereabouts. Went out in the 
first round of the Cup when he lost narrowly to Niel. Stuck with his initial line-up throughout but 
unfortunately for Simon 3-skill TAU were significantly lower scorers than 3-skill FER – if he’d 
gone for FER initially he’d have been 289 points better off and in 3rd place in the Championship. 
Still a solid year for Simon and he has every chance of breaking his silverware duck in 2022. 
Iceland’s illation 8/10.  

Ian Brooks: 9-8-3-2. Three joint top spots for Ian (Hungary, Mexico, Brazil) but the highlight 
surely has to be that rarest of rare achievements, a highest and lowest score in the same season 
(also achieved this year by Chris) – but Ian did it in successive races, Hungary and GB – quite 
remarkable! First round exits in the cup and saucer and made 4 pit-stops but didn’t have BOT 



until late (Russia) which damaged his chances of a top ten spot. DI thinks there is no reason why 
he can’t go onto glory in the future. Iceland’s Illation 8/10. 

Thomas Bell: 8-10-3-1. Another non pit-stopper and with VET (the lowest scoring 4-skill driver) 
and RAI in his line-up middle of the table is the best he could hope so 14th wasn’t at all bad. Got 
to the last 8 of the cup before going out narrowly (18 points) to Mr. T but in the first round of the 
saucer came up against Anne-Marie and had no chance. Started well (2nd in Bahrain) but that was 
a flash in the pan. Thomas looks good, just needs a bit of good fortune to break into the ‘big time’. 
Iceland’s Illation 8/10. 

Richard Carpenter: 6-9-5-2. Our second rookie in 2021 and top in the very first race in Bahrain. 
However, wasn’t able to hold on to this position and dropped further down the table as the 
season progressed. Another non-pit-stopper and the absence of either VET, HAM or FER 
throughout the year was something he couldn’t cover with the rest of his line-up. Made the semi-
final of the cup which was impressive in a first season. Has talent, just needs use those pit-stops! 
Iceland’s Illation 8/10. 

Der Webmeister: 7-7-7-2. Two top spots for DW (Qatar and Abu Dhabi, both jointly with Lucy) 
and made two pit-stops but never had BOT, MER or RED so couldn’t hope for a top ten spot. Out 
in the first round of the cup and saucer so didn’t progress far in either of the knock-out 
competitions. However, as in previous years it’s not DW’s performance on the track that counts, 
it’s the fact that he’s the mastermind behind the entire F1DT edifice and on that basis it’s yet 
another brilliant year. Iceland’s Illation 10/10. 

Yasin Ziya: 4-10-6-2. A patriotic top spot in Great Britain for Yasin but despite two pit-stops 
never had VET, HAM or FER and that was a handicap. A fine performer who has in the past been 
close to one of the ‘big four’ trophies (league, cup, turner, saucer) but to date hasn’t managed to 
land one. However, DI reckons Yasin’s time must come. Iceland’s Illation 7.5/10. 

Phil Lightman: 3-11-7-1. A top score for Phil in Hungary (jointly with Ian B) and started well but 
dropped off as the season progressed and didn’t challenge the top ten. Made the last 16 of the 
cup and saucer but couldn’t progress further in either of the two knock-out competitions. Another 
non-pit-stopper and his line-up was a nearly-but-not-quite selection so ended up in the best 
position he could with this combination. Iceland’s Illation 7/10. 

Dan Goodman: 3-12-6-1. In the 11-19 range all season long and another non-pit-stopper. Initial 
selection was without VET, HAM or FER so would not be expected to challenge at the top which 
was exactly how it turned out. A cup only qualifier in the knock-out competitions and went out in 
round 1 to Corinna – but it was close, just 11 points difference. Was rookie of the year in 2017 
but still waiting to add to this title. Will be wanting to do better in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 7/10 

Toby Donlon: 4-11-4-3. No top spots for Toby and only made 1 pit stop, so didn’t have the 
RED/FER combination until very late in the season (Qatar) and disposed of MER/ALF to get them 
when MER/HAS would have been better. Rose as high as 11th early in the year but spent most of 
his time in the 20’s and ended up finishing 20th. Got to the last 16 of the saucer before being 
easily defeated by eventual winner David. Will be wanting to add to his one trophy (global mini-
league) in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 7/10  

Jamie Millen: 2-11-5-4. 1 pit-stop late in the year for Jamie (Brazil) and brought in BOT and VER 
for HAM and SAI, so unfortunately didn’t have the VET/BOT/SAI combination at any time. No top 



spots, climbed as high a 4th early in the season but then fell away to mid-table. Knocked out in 
the first round of the cup and last 16 of the saucer, so 2021 was a year where he couldn’t add to 
his one trophy, the European mini-league. Will be hoping 2022 is better. Iceland’s Illation 6.5/10. 

Corinna Castle: 4-7-8-3. Top spot for Corinna in Russia but that was the highlight as it was mid-
table in the league throughout the year. Knocked out in the first round of the saucer (admittedly 
to Ross, who won the Turner) and last 16 of the cup. We know Corinna has what it takes, you 
don’t amass all the trophies she’s won unless you have real class but 2021 was by and large a 
forgetful year for her. Iceland’s Illation 6.5/10. 

Ben Lucas: 4-7-6-5. No top or bottom spots for Ben and knocked out in the first round of the cup 
and saucer (the saucer was very close, just 18 behind Toby). Made one pit-stop but his switch of 
OCO for ALO didn’t bear any digestible fruit. Was 7th after the first race in Bahrain but after that it 
was all downhill for Ben, but he has won titles in the past (cup and European mini-league) so 
there is no reason why 2022 can’t be better. Iceland’s Illation 6.5/10.  

Anne-Marie Butler: 3-5-12-2. No top or bottom spots for Anne-Marie, and no pit-stops and the 
likes of ALO, LEC, AST and ALP were very middle-of-the-road so 24th place is about where you’d 
expect her to end up. Did better in the knock-outs, reaching the last 16 of the saucer but that was 
her highlight this season. A long-time F1DT competitor but as yet has not won any silverware, 
but did lift the egg (equivalent of the F1DT cup) in FEDT in 2020. Will 2022 be the year she gets 
her hands on an F1DT trophy? Iceland’s Illation 6/10. 

John Murdoch: 2-4-13-3. Like Anne-Marie a long-time F1DT competitor who has won the 
League in the past but this year from John’s line-up you couldn’t decide whether he was after the 
title or turner and in the end fell between these two stools and ended up in the middle of the 
table. NOR and FER were too good for the turner while no VER, MER, BOT, RED or MER was no 
good for a title tilt. Made the last 16 of the cup before going out by a biggish margin to Mr. T. 
Something of a year to forget for a previous title winner. Iceland’s Illation 6/10.  

Jen Goodman: 4-7-8-3. No top or bottom spots for Jen and made an early pit-stop in Portugal 
but swapping RIC for NOR didn’t compensate for the absence of VER, HAM or RED. Another TP 
who seemed to be caught between the twin stools of the title and turner. Did better in the saucer 
where Jen went all the way to the semi-final before bowing out to eventual turner champion 
Ross. Will be looking to break that silverware duck in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 6/10. 

Ian Castle: 3-5-13-1. A non-pit stopper but the absence of VER, HAM, RED and FER from day 
one made it a long hard season. No top or bottom scores and always in the 20’s in terms of 
league position – to far adrift to mount a serious challenge at the top or bottom. Out in the first 
round of the saucer but managed to make the last 16 in the cup which was the biggest 
‘achievement’ of Ian’s season. Will be looking to do better in 2022. Iceland’ Illation 5.5/10. 

Malcom Kersey: 3-5-7-7. Managed a bottom score in Monaco but never in the hunt for the turner 
where the presence of BOT and MER throughout were a distinct disadvantage. Remarkably a cup 
only qualifier in the knock-out but was then the lowest scorer in the first round. Started in the 
teens (17th) but rapidly dropped to the 20’s but could never mount a serious turner challenge. Has 
been there or thereabouts in the past but 2021 will be a disappointment to him. Will 2022 be 
better? We’ll see. Iceland’s Illation 5.5/10. 



Chris Beck: 2-2-15-3. The highlight of Chris’ season was his rare achievement of a top score 
(Italy) and a bottom score (Hungary) in the same season – one of two TPs to achieve this 
remarkable double this year. Apart from this glory Chris’ season was remarkably consistent – in 
the 20s all year. Another non-pit-stopper and the presence of middle of the road scorers made a 
middle of the road finish inevitable. Made the last 16 of the saucer but that was the other 
‘highlight’. Will want to do better in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 6/10 (higher because of the top and 
bottom score). 

John Fincher: 0-3-8-11. A lowest score for John in the Styria GP and always in the high 20s / 
30’s in terms of position but always just a bit adrift of the serious turner contenders. Made one 
pit-stop but VET for OCO didn’t make much difference and the presence throughout of FER made 
contention for the turner difficult if not impossible. Out in round 1 of the cup and saucer and all in 
all 2021 is a year John will want to forget and move on to 2022. Iceland’s Illation 6/10. 

Sarah Tutt: 0-3-14-5. No lowest score for Sarah although did manage 39th in Qatar and San 
Marino. A non-pit-stopper and the presence of BOT and NOR effectively deleted any chance of 
the turner while AST made an assault on the higher sections of the league a non-starter. Did 
better in the saucer where she got to the quarter-finals and also made the last 16 of the cup after 
posting the lowest winning score in round 1. Iceland’s Illation 6.5/10. 

John Farmer: 3-3-4-12. Those 3 top ten scores (Belgium, Italy, Russia) effectively scotched 
John’s chances of contesting the turner while his line-up was too middle-of-the-road to make any 
tilt at the top realistic. A saucer only qualifier who got to the quarter-finals before losing out to 
eventual champion David. Will want to do better in 2022 as he waits for his first piece of F1DT 
silverware. Iceland’s Illation 7/10. 

George Kersey: 1-0-8-13. Consistently in the 30’s in terms of league position George couldn’t 
quite challenge for the turner which stayed tantalisingly out of reach. A non-pit-stopper and 
while TSU/RAI/MAZ were turner material RIC and ALO were not. A saucer only qualifier who got 
to the quarter-finals before going out to Richard B. But George has only had 6 seasons and the 
competition for the turner is intense – maybe 2022 will be his year? Iceland’s Illation 7.5/10. 

Manon Butler: 1-0-4-17. Three bottom spots (Belgium, Russia, Mexico) for a previous double 
(2020) turner and saucer winner who achieved the lowest score of the whole season in Belgium 
(which, to be fair, was something of an odd race). Consistently in the 30’s but couldn’t quite 
challenge at the bottom. Points-wise the season long presence of ALO made competing at the 
very bottom a non-starter. A saucer only qualifier in the knock-out who went out in the tie of the 
first round V Richard B. 2021 was a nearly-but-not-quite season but you wouldn’t back against 
someone with her pedigree in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 8/10. 

David Blackburn-Clarke: 0-0-6-16. A consistently low scorer (only he and Nick had no top half 
scores) whose highlight surely has to be victory in the saucer, defeating double chasing Ross in 
the final. Lowest scorer in France and always in the mid 30’s he has the F1DT saucer to go with 
his FEDT turner – what a 2021! Not quite able to battle for the turner in F1DT but made full use 
of his pit-stops including taking a big chance at the end (drafting in HAM) which didn’t come off 
but full marks for trying. Iceland’s Illation 9/10. 

Pauline Gardner: 0-1-4-17. Lowest scores for Pauline in Spain and Turkey and an incredibly 
consistent performer, always in the mid/high 30’s. Like Manon a previous turner and saucer 



winner. Made one pit-stop but always had ALF who ended up as the highest scoring 2-skill team 
which made it difficult to get really close to the 4 below her and that single higher score (18th in 
San Marino) created a gap she couldn’t quite close. Made the last 16 of the saucer before 
unluckily losing to Ross (I say unlucky because her score would have won 5 of the other 7 ties). 
But would you back against her in 2022? No chance. Iceland’s Illation 9/10. 

Nick Butler: 0-0-2-20. Best low scorer (20 was the highest total of 31-40 places) no scores in 
the top half of the table (David was the only other) and lowest scorer in 3 races (Netherlands, 
Italy, Qatar) – how did he not win the turner or saucer and add to his existing turner and saucer 
triumphs? Amazingly out in the first round of the saucer (losing to John Farmer by 5 points) and 
only ended up 100 points (about 5 points per GP) behind turner winner Ross. So near and yet so 
far but will, I’m sure, be right in the mix for title again in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 9.5/10. 

Richard Battrum: 0-1-4-17. Two bottom scores for Richard (Austria, joint with Ross, and USA) 
and right in the turner tussle throughout, ending up just 93 behind Ross. A saucer only qualifier 
who made it all the way to the semi-final where he lost out to eventual champion David, after 
brilliant ties with previous champion Manon (won by 22), previous champion Pascale (won by 14) 
and George (won by lots). Hasn’t won any silverware for 5 years but he’s always in the turner and 
saucer shake-up and a multiple trophy winner (3 turners, 2 saucers) and DI is confident he will be 
in the shake-up again in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 9.5/10 

Pascale Blackburn-Clarke: 0-1-2-19. 2 bottom spots (Portugal, Azerbaijan) for another multiple 
champion (2 turners, 3 saucers) Pascale and only one score not in the bottom half. A saucer only 
qualifier who made it to the last 16 before going out in a real clash of the titans with Richard B. 
Pushed Ross all the way for the turner and used all of her pit-stops including a dramatic last stop 
for Abu Dhabi which didn’t quite come off – but she is to be applauded for trying. Hasn’t won 
anything since her turner/saucer double of 2017 but always close and DI expects her to be in the 
mix again in 2022. Iceland’s Illation 9.5/10 

Ross Neill: 0-1-5-16. Pascale, Richard B, Nick, Pauline and Manon all got more 31-40 scores 
than Ross – so how on earth did he lift the turner? The secret of Ross’ success was his lowest 
scores in 6 GPs (1 jointly with Richard B, and 3 of the last 4 races) – Bahrain, San Marino, Austria, 
Brazil, Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi. When Ross scored low he scored quite significantly lower 
and this gained on his rivals, and when he scored higher than them it wasn’t by much. To win the 
turner against rivals like Pascale, Richard B, Nick, Pauline, Manon and David (7 turners between 
them) is a remarkable achievement especially when it’s your first title. Nealy made it a remarkable 
double but was beaten in the saucer final by David by just 23 points. A tremendous year – can he 
go on to win more in 2022? Iceland’s Illation 10/10.  

  

  


